
rince Aleum’s marriage will be highly connected in a grander scheme of 

yore in which his elder male kin upwards had a pivotal role and was the 

likely mastermind of.  Long ago, Prince Aleum’s elder male kin upwards 

was to nudge his male offspring towards the numeral 6.  The parental 

misguidance would not be so obvious as Prince Aleum was somewhat 

young, considered the ‘golden boy’ and still considered the one able to 

have some ‘clean fun’.  Within the lesser worlds, the now king agreed  to 

have the secular media record a reporting of Prince Aleum’s education 

progress.  The article appeared seven years after his beloved birth-canal parent passed.  [2004-

1997] = 7.  However, throughout the article the numer six reappears.  In the lesser worlds, six 

always competed with seven.  One photograph included was dated November 16, 2004.  The day 

calculated to seven:  [1 + 6] = 7.  They year equalled six:  [2 + 4] = 6.  The next photograph 

mentioned is dated November 15, 2004.  The day equals six. [1 + 5] = 7.  The month of November 

when converted equals two:  [1 + 1] = 2.  Peradǎyah calculated the number of times the word 

November appeared throughout the article with dates mentioned near the still pictures: 
 

PHOTOGRAPH IN 

SEQUENCE 

TYPE OF PHOTOGRAPH DATE 

1 Interior November 16, 2004 

2 Aleum Sitting November 15, 2004 

3 Aleum Surfing with Friends November 20, 2004 

4 Playing billiards in pose November 15, 2004 

5 Geography Department 
speaking with teacher 

November 15, 2004 

6 Caption November 22, 2004 

 

   The journalistic reporting stated that while Prince Aleum was matriculating that he could 

have a normal life and only scheduled interviews:  This implied that for as long as Prince Aleum 

was in formal schooling including his military academy training he would be safe from the overal 

media.  Afterwards, Prince Aleum would not have a break from the media that his elder kin male 

upwards negotiated on his male offspring’s behalf years earlier.  Peradǎyah noted something else 

quite peculiar about the reporting.  The number of photographs with a specific referenced date and 

location equals five.  Five (5) is considered by those in  lesser worlds as the number of power.  

Prince Aleum was royalty, heir to the seat of the Crown of that kingdom after, making his ennobled 

lineage an inherent ruling power.  Prince Aleum, the favoured one and for his elder kin male 

upwards, reminded him of his beloved birth-canal parent  in more than one way.  It was she who 

cheered for and supported so many of the kingdom’s loyal subjects.  It was the media of the lesser 

worlds who gave her so much attention which became an annoying contention for the now king.  

In this old news article in which Prince Aleum’s elder male king upwards said he would control 

the media’s contact with his male offspring, which corresponds with the article’s caption of 

published date, Prince Aleum’s position of power would constantly be scrutinized by the media.  

Yet for decades the placed initial bonded mate made Prince Aleum’s life appear ‘perfect’.  The 

only major matter was the discovery of secrets concerning Prince Aleum’s destined life with 

Peradǎyah, whom Senault and agreed was the litmus for truth, would reveal after her experiences 

and about herself.  Not only would Peradǎyah uncover them, she would be the subject of so many 

of them. 



 Using the remaining numbers within the articles to associate with the different Novembers 

listed in the chart, one can calculate sixes multiple times.  Remembering that the month of 

November translates into  two [1 + 1] = 2.  In order to tabulate six, each time Peradǎyah noted a 

four.  The first ‘gour’ mentioned was the photograph taken at the first mentioned quad.  Quad is 

another word for four, etiher four walls or alluding to four rooms.  Thus the first 6 is achieved: [2 

+4] =6.  A similar reference to a different quad for the second photograph is mentioned.  Once 

again, Peradǎyah calculated six:  [2 + 4] = 6.  The third four that is mentioned is Prince Aleum’s 

10,000 word minor report mentioned due in December.  Adding all of these numbers only equal 

one:  [1 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0] = 1.  The month of December Peradǎyah translated to 12.  The sum 

thereafter or becomes 3.  [1 + 2] = 3, further including the one from above [3 + 1] = 4.  Now there 

ermains two that is necessary to achieve six.  In an undated photograph, the media captioned in 

the number two, specifically as his two friends; resulting in:  [4 + 2] = 6.  This is the third six.   

 Peradǎyah read another media article that mentions the number of Prnce Aleum’s family 

members in the photograph:  Prince Aleum, his beloved birth-canal parent, the horned creature, 

and the elder male kin upwards—four family members.  Another [2 + 4] = 6.  This is the fourth 

six of this sort.  The last four to match with the fifth month in the chart is achieved by the article 

of two and two.  The article states that at the time Prince Aleum is second in line to the throne 

below an undated phoopraph of he and an unnamed individual.  Two people in the still picture:  [2 

+ 2 + 2] = 6.  Thele and prince Aleum’s elder male kin upwards achieved his numeral of 6 multiple 

times in this article decades ago using his male offspring and heir-apparent to the throne, Prince 

Aleum.  The media was to become Prince Aleum’s enemy.  She was most akin to his beloved 

birth-canal parent.  The media became her enemy as well, contributing to her untimely death. 

 At the time of Prince Aleum’s beloved birth-canal parent upwards, she was of the age 36 

years calculable.  Peradǎyah tabulated [3 + 6] = 9.  Nine is the number of completion.  Peradǎyah 

believed that Prince Aleum’s beloved birth-canal  parent was of seven.  In later decades, the 

inhabiteds, the secular elite and their respective networks would use performers with cultivated 

presentation and manufactured success to emulate Prince Aleum’s beloved birth-canal parent’s 

humanitarian efforts and genuine heart.  They substantiated and supported those of 6 over she who 

was of 7 and used the cloak of presentation to deceive othes that they were one in the same.  

Peradǎyah recalled that spectrum of inhabiteds and their saying, “It’s the same thing.”  It could 

only be the same to them because they were of the superimposed hierarch, the one that never truly 

anchored in captivity. 

 Further, the date of Prince Aleum’s beloved birth-canal parent’s passing was August 31, 

1997.  Peradǎyah translated the date to numerals:  08/31/1997.  She then added the sum of each 

portion of the date [8 + 4 + 26] = 38.  Although the reports for this tragic event has discrepancies, 

some did state that her male companion accompanied her in the persoanl transport at the time of 

her unexpected passing.  His birthday was April 15, 1955.  He was 42 at the time of his passing.  

Peradǎyah calculated: [4 + 2] = 6.  Forty-two was likely the age that dark-hued inhabiteds need for 

Peradǎyah to die to achieve similar aims as theyw ould superimpose her life that match these events 

and correspond with their lineage, especially since Peradyah and Prince Aleum’s beloved birth 

canal parent shared common royal ancestors.  That was six years ago from approximately the year 

2022 when it should have happened.  They substituted that hoped for 6 through Peradǎyah’s death 

of 2016 at the needed at of 42 with the 6 years that Senault encouraged, allowed for and hoped to 

benefit from six years of torture he helped the dark-hued inhabiteds and all hued ones of affiliated 

networks achieve as Facilitator and Challenger.  For several years, the dark-hued inhabiteds and 

the light-hued networks complained and reported that Peradǎyah did not engage in risky enough 



activity for them to ensure her death and make it appear as an accident so they could report that 

whaever needs to be done currently, they need to find another way.  Thus, instead of killing 

Peradǎyah then the dark-hued inhabiteds made an agreement that they and all their affiliates could 

chase, hurt, torture and distort her reality for the following six years, hping to achieve the same 

result, but with the appearance of their ‘clean hands’— by her suicide.  However, the basis of their 

work was to use the first modern sacrifice of this standard who was to invert a perevious sacrifice, 

a saffron-hued performer. Thereafter, performs would continue to be exalted, preserved, resued 

and made to appear as those with the most relevant of knowledge to steer the trajector of world 

view and the amanner in which they operated.  Those who were thinker, true advoates to uphold 

basic rights and dignity, humanitarians and inclined towards the numeral 7 would be the consistent 

sacrifice thorugh obliterating their reputation gradually, discredting their work, destroying or 

itnerfering with their standard of living and ultimately their deaths. 

 Most poignant, the numeral 6 and the nmeral 7 would still compete with eac other.  Certain 

variables indicate that Prince Aleum’s beloved birth-canal parent’s male companion was of the 

numeral 6.  His age at the time of death was the first 6 Peradǎyah noticed achieved.  The day of 

his birth is the second 6 reached:  [1 + 5] = 6.  This is the second six.  If one where to take the 

month and sum of the year of the male companion’s birth and calculated the sum of six:  [0 + 4 + 

2 +0] = 6.  Thus, the third six is achieved:  6 6 6.  Within some of the pecularities surrounding their 

deaths was the date that Peradǎyah calbulated to be the number 38.  In mathematics of the lesser 

worlds there is a solution dealing with numers and shapes attributed to high aptitude mathnatcians.  

These mental elites refer to it as the magic hexagon: 
 

 

  
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Peradǎyah noted that the closest set of numbers corresponding with the event Peradǎyah could still  

overlay and match most numbers.  She noticed the pattern most closely related were:  14, 8, 4, and 

12. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 



Here with diagonals now highlighted.  To achieve one number, the motnh of the tragic even which 

was August, translated to eight in the Gregorian calendar.  The sum of the day equalled four.  [3 + 

1] = 4.  At the time of the event, the horned creature was of the age 12 calculable.  The last numeric 

value needed was fourteen.  Prince Aleum was, however, of the age 15 callculable, missing what 

this secular elite and the limited inhabiteds needed to complete all four numbers in a row.  Thus 

the 14 is negated: 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
This was necessary  to be a complete and whole mission for their agenda to further the basis of their work 

on the numeral 6.  Nine, however, is the number that completes:  [(4 numbers) + (5 sides of the hexagon)] 

= 9.  In the present, dark-hued inhabites acknowled their inaptitude only to extend their time in service of 

the superimposed hierarchy because they were considered the least wanted there and within mainstream 
society. They sent several of their evil extended ones  to taunt Peradǎyah with “reverse the clock” and “go 

back in time” repreatedly as indoctrination instructions.  Now that they and the light-hued inhabiteds 

realized that Peradǎyah would likely continue to sruvive their physical and verbal onslaught, the second 
plan the secular elite would entertain was to have someone repeat the incidents related to the current rulin 

Houses of the Crown of that kingdom.  These incidents would occur in that other land mass where the 

incompetent dark-hued inhabiteds were climbing from the sewers of their socio-economic containment to 
breach from where they were duly stationed by their own mental and talentless limitations.  This land mass 

was to be the inverse, so whatever of good known in the kingdom, in the land mass they would only have 

a performer of life of the world stage present themselves as such though internally and by ideology they 

would be on the numeral 6.  The kingdom would forever be in conflict with the land mass, as 7 and 6 
respectively are at odds with each other.  The caveat occurred when whomever was next in the line of 

succession would actually be of 7 or blurred the lines just as inhabiteds always did within their own social 

hierarchy, such as those of Senault. 
 Nevertheless, Peradǎyah contninued to calculate. Since fourteen was the number that was missing 

or not accomplished to complete the set within the magic hexagon, in recent times they would begin with 

the previously missing number, 14 as the new anchor.  Recently, Senault’s major employ announced that a 

performer, whom he was comrades with in the performance industry, would be that temploy’s new anchor 
of the company.  Thus for duality, it would only coompelment the previously decided to transpose reality 

with the superimposed hierarchy  and blend perception of the masses as a distraction with the practices of 



unsound doctrine.  Yeears ago, Peradǎyah estimated that multiple persons could have chosen, but only those 
with certain prospects had to be watched, thus another mission for the inhabiteds to provide progress reports.  

Senault was one of the ones chosen.  His entry into the major employ with the iconic character was in the 

year 2011.  Peradǎyah tabulated fromthe year 2011 from the prototype of humanitarian efforts and human 

rights, the standard the world of six was based upon.  Peradǎyah noted those two times when she was told 
by strangers, one a dark-hued male inhabiteds in that polity  of the lesser worlds, land mass and when she 

was kidnapped in the kingdom and held in captivity.  [2011 – 1997] = 14. Senault had to appear 

quintessential to attract the mortal with bright light topresent  before the  
world and have her easily identified as the enemy to the numeral 6.  Yet the dark and light-hued ones were 

not satisfied.  They wanted to invert the wicked woman’s attenuated presence with Peradǎyah who had the 

consecrated bond with Senault.  The inhabiteds and secular  elite did not wish to have those on the numeral 
7, thus  Senault in order to curry favour and satisfy the inhabiteds and their affiliates would try to either 

have the wicked woman be presented as Peradǎyah or use the media to represent the wicked oman as 

wholesome and worthy of adulation and admiration, while destroying all that Peradǎyah worked for in the 

process. 
 Yet here was another reason Peradyadayah realized that the numeral 38 was relevant to Prince 

Aleum’s ruling House.  On March 9, 1997, Prince Aleum accepted the ideological rite of Confirmation with 

the Edifice of the Figure of the Kingdom.  This Edifice was wholly related  to and had most  to and had 
mostly the same beliefs as The Edifice of the Figure of the Incarnation within the plity of the land mass of 

the lesser worlds that Peradǎyah wsa reared in.  An uncanny resemblance that some assumed she derivided 

her youth and development  between here and the Kingdom of Qayth, in a sense, she did.  Her birth-canal 
parent was soelely a vessel and eruditie of the  higher kingdom-worlds accepted with debate that she as a 

mortal with multiple bright lights was primarily and existentially reared in the World of Malvied, the 

Kingdom of Qayth.  Nonetheless, Peradǎyah also accepted this second ideological rite when she was near 

the same age  as Prince Aleum did.  His instead bonded mate never did and by all reports, ideology and 
doctrine were of little importance to her, especially now. Yet this only solidified that Prince Aleum was 

more akin to each other and her position was usupred by his initial bonded mate.  Moreover, Peradǎyah 

transalated the dated as  03/09/1997; thereafter calculating [3 + 9 + 1 + 9 + 9 + 7] = 38.  On this day, a solar 
eclipse occurred.  The three natural elements involved are the the earth, sun, 

and moon.  The moon as the blockage (6) that prevetns the sun’s appearance to the earth.  The  

facing of an urban vocal performer at the age of 24 on this day accomplishes another 6 = [2 + 4].  An author 

of the kingdom dies at 66, thus two more sixes established on this day:  6 6 6. 
 Although it was not easy to note whether the horned creature, fit or could be placed squarely within 

the magic hexagon.  Peradǎyah did realize upon reflection that his birth corresponded within the numeral 

6.  He was born in that kingdom on September 15, 1984.  Peradǎyah added the sum of the day:  [1 + 5] = 
6.  He as born at 4:20 p.m.  The time of his birth Peradǎyah totalled the numers to equal six:  [4 + 2 + 0] =  

6.  That is the second six.  The coordinates of his birthplace at the medical edifice longitudical exatly is:  

42.9541 N.  Peradǎyah calculated the primary numbers as [4 + 2] = 6.  Thus, the horned creature was born 
on the number six as:   6 6 6.  More evidence would lend itself to support that Peradǎyah and Prince Aleum 

were destined to be wed soon.  It was recently that Peradǎyah completed her 29th scroll.  Some of the elders 

believed that now as the lesser natural worlds who accepted the need to keep a vigilant watch of mothers, 

especially when addressing configurations, Prince Aleum was reported to be 28 years of age calculable 
when he wed his intiail bonded mate.  She was, at the time of their nuptials, 29 year sof age calculable  Now 

that the truth has been revealed that she took an oath before she wed Prince Aleum and usurped Peradǎyah’s 

place long ago, another interesting amtter was now considered.  Itw as Senault  who mentioned in passing 
that Peradǎyah ‘wrote her own story’ and that “the Unseen Hand has placed something special in 

Peradǎyah’s writing.  Though she long surpassed Senault in his pictoral recordings as the truth of his secular 

purpose it served.  If Peradǎyah wrote her own story her life was wrongfully deterred and her prospects 
delayed, then each one of her major scrolls cold be counted as a year of her life.  Now that Peradǎyah 

completed her 29th scroll, it negates the age at which Prince Aleum’s intial bonded mate married:  [29/Initial 

Bonded Mate – 29/Scrolls of Peradǎyah of Qayth] = 0.  The zero indicates a blank slate, and a new start for 



Peradǎyah and Aleum in they year of seven:  [2 + 0 + 2 + 3] = 7.  Prince Aleum and Peradǎyah are to be 
married in the year 2023. 

 From nuptials to separation to the breaking of bonds, Peradǎyah noticed that timelines were 

becoming more important upon reflection.  Peradǎyah realized that Prince Aleum’s wedding to his initial 

bonded mate presented a resolution to their current circumstances.  Despite this, the process to achieve it 
would require an emotional realization.  Just as Peradǎyah was betrayed for years by her estranged half 

blood relations sideways and former and birth canal parent former, so was Prince Aleum.  Peradǎyah jotted 

down some notes as rapidly as possible.  She may have wrote some of the events out from order, but the 
numbers appeared sound.  “The now king of the kingdom has performed such as disservice that both Prince 

Aleum and I, must consider all the facts before addressing certain matters concerning him.”  She glanced 

at her parchment.  The nib of her pen she just dipped in ink.  Peradǎyah was ready to scribe.  She wrote 
much and this is how she sorted these matters out further. 

 On August 28, 1996, Prince Aleum’s elder male kin upwards has a permanent separtion from Prince 

Aleum’s beloved birth-canal parent  after four years of separation:  1996-1992 = 4.  Peradǎyah graduated 

from secondary school in 1992.  At the time oftheir nuptials, the now king was of the age 32 years calculable 
while Prince Aleum’s beloved birth canal parent was of the age 20 calulable.  Peradǎyah further tabulated 

their ages:  [20 + 32] = 52.  Peradǎyah then added the result:  [5 + 2] = 7.  This was the second seven.  The 

media oretporting stated that he extesion of her wedding gown was 52 feet long.  Peradǎyah once again 
added.  [5 + 2] = 7.  All three sevens coincided with the day they bonded.  Peradǎyah noted clearly that 

Prince Aleum’s beloved birth-canal parent was of the numeral 7, just as prince Aleum and Peradǎyah were.  

Ironically, Prince 
Aleum’s beloved birth-canal parent and elder male kin upwards just became acquainted with each  

in 1977.  Peradǎyah added the sume of this year: [1 + 9 + 7 +7] = 24.  She further calculated [2 + 4] = 6.  

Peradǎyah estimated that it had two possible meanings, and either or both could apply.  The first was that 

Prince Aleum’s elder male kin upwards was of bad timing or that prince Aleum’s birth canal parent was 
never inteded to wed this man.  He did court her elder female blood relations sideways first, but then decided 

that his interests laid with Prince Aleum’s beloved birth-canal parent.  Yet the Unsen Hand is the Best of 

Planners and allowed for the nuptials to take place.  The marriage resulted in Prince Aleum, who was always 
intened to be wed to Peradǎyah. 

 Yet, Prince Aleum’s elder male kin upwards and beloved birth-canal parent were married for fifteen 

years during which the now king of that kingdom initiated events that would lead to their inevitable, 

permanent unlinking of the marital covenant.  Peradǎyah once again tabulated:  [1 + 5] = 6.  The sum 
provided more evidence that supported Prince Aleum’s elder male kin upwards was of the numeral 6. 

 In 1995, Prince Aleum’s beloved birth-cnal parent engaged with the media addressing her 

discontent with her domestic circumstances.  Eraydah calculated the year:  [1 + 9 + 9 + 5] = 24.  She further 
tabulated thetotal as:  [2 + 4] = 6.  The media was not her friend, just as through Prince Aleum’s elder male 

kin upwards, the media would be Prince Aleum’s enemy. 

 A look back futher into the timeline, the now king and Prince Aleum’s beloved birth-canal parent 
announced their engagement on February 24, 1981, which translated to 02/24/1981.  Peradǎyah translated 

as 02, 6, 10.  The sume of these numbers:  [2 + 6 + 10] = 18.  The various simple equations as [6 x 3], [9 + 

9] and [12 + 6].  Multiples she translated as [18 ÷ 3] = 6 and [18 ÷ 6] = 3.  Since Prince Aleum was most 

like his beloved birth-canal parent, Peradǎyah compared that engagement date with Prince Aleum’s to his 
and his initial bonded mate’s official announcement to be wed, which was November 16, 2010.  Once again, 

Peradǎyah trnslated in the same manner:  from 11/16/2010 to 2, 7, and 3.  This sum equalled 12.  The simple 

equations for this set of members were:  [4 x 3], [6 x 2], [6 + 6] and [9 + 3].  The formulae for multiples 
were [12 ÷ 6] = 2, [12 ÷ 2] = 6,   Prince Aleum’s marriage to his intial bonded mate was based on the 

numeral 6.  He married the wrong person.  Prince Aleum was supposed to have married Peradǎyah.  

Peradǎyah examined the years again in their original form.  2010 for Prince Aleum and his initial bonded 
mate and Prince Aleum’s elder male kin upwards, 1981.  She substantial the years as: [2010 + 1981] = 29.  

29 was the age that Prince Aleum was used t his initial bonded mate.  29 was the new number of scrolls tht 

Peradǎyah had just completed.  The time difference between the referenced engagement announcements is 



29.  Thus, the three 29s have been accomplished.  One could look at the 3s in this perspective of doctrine 
from the lesser worlds.  The now king is of the numeral of the beast  6 6 6.  Multiples of [6 x 3] = 18, the 

sum of which is [1 + 8] = 9.  Achiving threes can be of use for others who are part of the spectrum.  The 

three 29s equal the three 3s:  3 3 3.  Multiples of which [3 x 3] = 9, the sume of which is [3 + 3] = 6.  [18 – 

9] = 9, still the number of completion.  [9-6] = 3,  still a multiple of nine, but usually used by those of 
unsound doctrine to achieve their sixes.  Nonetheless, the marital bond of Prince Aleum and his initial 

bonded mate to negated.  More evidence to only reinforce that Prince Aleum is set to wed Peradǎyah in the 

Year of 2023 (7).  
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